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Abstract: The negative environmental impact of the construction sector has garnered global attention,
and as the “primary force” in achieving the “double carbon” target, green development is urgent, and
social responsibility practices cannot be postponed. An evolutionary game model was constructed by
combining the rank-dependent expected utility (RDEU) theory and the evolutionary game theory to
understand the interaction mechanism between participants’ emotions and decisions, taking into
account the characteristics of construction enterprises and the public regarding irrational decisions
under heterogeneous emotional combinations. The study demonstrates that: (1) there is probability
in the choice of rational strategies, and emotion is an irrational factor that can affect strategy choice.
(2) The evolutionary trend of the strategy choice of the game subjects is altered by emotional intensity
and emotional propensity. The optimism of construction enterprises inhibits their socially respon-
sible practice, and the pessimism of the public promotes the probability of their negative strategy
choice. Furthermore, moderate optimism is a safety valve for the public’s positive strategy choice.
(3) The interaction of emotional states leads to a heterogeneity of strategy choices exhibited under
different combinations of emotions, with the emotions of construction companies having a more
dominant influence on strategy. Finally, we make some feasible recommendations for improving
social responsibility practices and preventing mass incidents by boosting emotional monitoring and
guidance for construction businesses and the general public. Overall, this study provides important
information about how to be socially responsible, maintain good relationships with the public, and
protect the environment.

Keywords: corporate social responsibility; environmental corporate social responsibility; rank-
dependent expected utility (RDEU) theory; evolutionary game

1. Introduction

Global warming and pollution have long been a source of concern. The frequency
and intensity of extreme climate events caused by warming are increasing [1], and rising
CO2 emissions are regarded as the primary cause of these phenomena [2,3]. As the world’s
largest producer of carbon emissions, in 2020, China formally committed to strive for peak
carbon emissions by 2030 and to become carbon neutral by 2060 [4].

As one of China’s national pillar sectors, the construction sector has a considerable
impact on the country’s economic growth [5]. However, it is also the sector that uses the
most energy and accounts for one-third of all global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [6–8].
The massive urbanization process in China will lead to a further increase in energy demand
and carbon emissions [9]. In the foreseeable future, the construction industry will be the
“last mile” in the shift to carbon neutrality [10,11]. Although some resource and pollution
challenges have been overcome through current technological advancements [12], which
show great potential for carbon emission reduction [10], the low-carbon transition is moving
slowly. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) ought to be put into practice as an additional
step to hasten the accomplishment of the “double carbon” goal.
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CSR is defined as context-specific organizational actions and policies that take into
account stakeholder expectations and the triple bottom line of economic, social, and environ-
mental performance [13]. It restricts decision makers’ single-minded pursuit of maximizing
profits and aids in the creation and adoption of agendas and regulations for sustainable
development [14]. With the awakening of environmental consciousness, an increasing num-
ber of businesses are shifting their CSR focus from charitable donations to environmental
actions in order to “go green” [15]. Scholars have paid increased attention to CSR and envi-
ronmental corporate social responsibility in accordance with the increase in environmental
awareness in today’s environmental evolution (e.g., climate change) [16–19]. Environmen-
tal CSR has emerged as a significant and distinct element of CSR [20,21]. It is defined as
accepting responsibility for a company’s operations, products, and facilities’ environmental
impact. It includes eliminating waste and pollution, increasing the efficiency and productiv-
ity of its resources, and minimizing practices that may affect future generations’ enjoyment
of national resources [19]. According to studies, implementing CSR initiatives in the con-
struction industry helps to lessen or even eliminate the environmental impact that these
activities have on the environment [22], as well as promote the sustainability of themselves
and society as a whole [23].Additionally, companies’ proactivity towards environmental
protection can boost resource productivity and preserve their competitiveness [24], and
customers are more inclined to purchase environmentally friendly products exhibiting
socially responsible attributes [25–28]. In the case of construction companies, socially re-
sponsible practices not only contribute to improving the environment and promoting social
development, but also bring competitive advantages and economic benefits to themselves,
which is a win-win outcome [29].

Even so, construction enterprises are often accused of acting irresponsibly [30–32].
This is because its business practices consume large amounts of natural resources, are a
source of pollutants and wastes (dust, harmful gases, and noise [33,34]), impose a heavy
burden on the environment [35], and interfere with the daily lives of residents while posing
health risks to humans [36]. The industry lags far behind other industries in terms of
awareness and implementation of CSR [37,38], with its decision makers placing a greater
emphasis on financial costs than on environmental habitat issues [39]. The acceleration
of the construction industry due to economic growth further triggers adverse effects on
environmental degradation [40], and environmental violations, as well as increased public
social awareness and expectations, often lead to intensifying conflicts between construction
companies and the public, thus increasing the probability of protest initiation and adverse
consequences of project cancellation or postponement. Based on the above description
of the necessity and utility of CSR and the negative image of construction enterprises
regarding the issue of social responsibility fulfillment, it makes sense to analyze their social
responsibility decisions and to consider this specific aspect of environmental CSR.

Researchers have used game theory to examine the problem of social responsibility
fulfillment. Ma constructed a three-party evolutionary game model of government reg-
ulators, organic food producers, and e-commerce retailers to analyze the lack of social
responsibility in the organic food supply chain [41]. Zhao provided policy recommen-
dations for enterprises to consciously fulfill their social responsibility based on a game
model involving government departments, private enterprises, and the public [42]. Liu
effectively encouraged enterprises to take more social responsibility based on the analysis
of a game model consisting of government, retailers, and suppliers [43]. The analysis used
in the examples above assumes that decision makers are entirely or partially rational [44].
It excludes the perspective of emotions, an irrational component, which can be used to
analyze the micro-influence process underlying decision making.

Emotions are often elicited by specific events [45] and play a key role in decision mak-
ing by influencing the way we perceive, process, and present information [46,47]. Decision
makers have diverse emotions due to differences in various factors such as their values and
interests [48]. Regarding CSR implementation, the emotional state of relevant stakeholders
can have a significant impact on the final degree of social responsibility practiced. It is
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necessary to include emotions, an irrational factor, in the analysis of the socially responsible
behavior of construction enterprises. As a utility theory that focuses on players’ emotional
dimensions, rank-dependent expected utility (RDEU) theory overcomes the limitation
exhibited by traditional game analysis approaches in that they cannot effectively explain
the varied emotional states of decision makers [49]. Therefore, this paper will combine
rank-dependent expected utility (RDEU) theory and evolutionary game theory to construct
an emotion model with construction enterprises and the public as participants, analyze the
internal logic of the role of emotions (pessimism, optimism, and rational emotions) in CSR
practices, explore the micro-mechanisms of their evolution, and then enrich the existing
conclusions on the influence of emotions on CSR behaviors. The main contributions of this
paper are as follows:

(1) This paper extends the research boundaries of previous studies on CSR fulfillment
issues in terms of content [41–43] to consider the influence of decision makers’ envi-
ronmental emotions on the choice of social responsibility practice strategies.

(2) This paper constructs an emotion model that combines evolutionary game theory
and RDEU theory, with construction companies and the public as the main subjects,
in order to enrich the application scenarios of evolutionary game theory and RDEU
theory [50,51].

(3) This paper discusses the mechanisms of heterogeneous emotions and their emotional
combinations regarding decision making, and relevant suggestions are made which
are expected to provide effective technical and theoretical support to promote the
level of social responsibility practiced by construction enterprises.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the ba-
sic theory of RDEU and constructs a mathematical model to portray the mathematical
performance of different game players. Section 3 analyzes the stability of strategies and
the stability of strategy combinations for each game participant. Section 4 presents and
discusses the results of the simulation analysis. Section 5 presents the conclusions, manage-
ment implications, and directions for future research.

2. Game Model Construction
2.1. Problem Description

The fulfillment of social responsibility by construction enterprises is an inevitable
choice to promote the realization of the “double carbon” goal and maintain sustainable
development. Under the double pressure of maintaining growth and promoting emission
reduction, it requires the efforts of multiple stakeholders, such as construction enterprises,
the government, and the public, and is a process of mutual interaction and participation
in the game. On the one hand, construction enterprises are the main source of energy
consumption and social responsibility fulfillment, and they are also economic organizations,
with natural profit-seeking motives. In the absence of certain constraints and supervision,
they are inclined to save corporate costs and possess insufficient intrinsic motivation to
fulfill their social responsibility. On the other hand, the relevant departments, represented
by the government, have an inherent advantage in the effective management of social
responsibility fulfillment. However, even a strong regulator can be opportunistic [52].
Regarding the issue of social responsibility fulfillment, the public not only assumes the
role of consumers, but also the role of informal regulators, which can compensate for
shortcomings in government regulation and play a significant role in promoting a virtuous
cycle of social responsibility fulfillment in construction enterprises, whose environmental
consumption philosophy also plays an important role in low-carbon development [27,53].
In addition, public participation has recently become an emerging theme in the issue of
environmental protection [54]. Therefore, this paper chooses to include the public in the
research framework of the social responsibility fulfillment of construction enterprises and
constructs an evolutionary game model with construction enterprises and the public as the
main subjects.
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Construction enterprises have two strategic choices: active fulfillment of social re-
sponsibility and negative fulfillment of social responsibility. Active fulfillment of social
responsibility shows that enterprises create profits while respecting human values, em-
phasizing their responsibilities to the environment, consumers, and society, and achieving
a win-win situation for both enterprises and society [55]. Negative fulfillment of social
responsibility means that companies continue to choose to maximize their profits and
engage in a series of unethical business practices (e.g., unreasonable disposal of waste,
resource waste, poor construction quality, unfair treatment of employees, etc.) [56].

The public has two strategic choices: compromise acceptance and resolute protest.
Among them, “resolute protest” refers to the public voluntarily organizing themselves
to disrupt the normal operation of the company by taking actions such as demonstrating
and blocking traffic and causing the cancellation or postponement of the construction
project [57], which has an impact on social stability. Compromising acceptance, on the
other hand, refers to the public accepting the status quo and not taking additional actions.

In the issue of social responsibility fulfillment, construction enterprises are primarily
responsible for the strategic deployment and practice of socially responsible behavior. The
public is the victim of construction enterprises’ negative fulfillment of social responsibility
and will play a supervisory role in the fulfillment of CSR. When their rights and interests
are infringed, they will also take action to defend their rights. Participants in the game
process make their own strategic choices based on the principle of maximizing their own
interests and alter their strategies based on the performance of the other side. Emotional
factors can affect how construction enterprises reacts and how the public responds during
this time. For example, the public, in different emotional states, holds heterogeneous
beliefs and judgments about the same level of social responsibility practices. Under the
effect of different emotions, construction companies and the public constantly adjust their
strategies according to their own judgments, leading to diverse results in the subsequent
stages of decision making. To visually describe the impact of heterogeneous emotions on
the evolution of social responsibility fulfillment in construction enterprises, the conceptual
diagram of the game model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the game model. Source: Created by the authors. Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of the game model. Source: Created by the authors.

2.2. Model Assumptions

Hypothesis 1. The issue of socially responsible behavior in construction firms primarily involves
two game subjects: construction enterprises and the general public. In the game process, each
subject is finitely rational and continuously adapts its own strategy. The game subjects have
certain emotional preferences, and the emotional preferences of each game subject will affect the
determination of behavioral decisions.
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Hypothesis 2. The strategy choice of construction enterprises can be divided into the active
fulfillment of social responsibility, and the negative fulfillment of social responsibility. The strategy
choice of the public can be divided into compromise acceptance, and resolute protest. Construction
enterprises’ positive fulfillment of social responsibility will generate certain positive externalities,
and construction enterprises’ negative fulfillment of social responsibility will generate certain
negative externalities.

Hypothesis 3. Construction companies incur certain costs when they actively fulfill their social
responsibility. Construction enterprises will also generate certain positive externalities to benefit the
public when they actively fulfill their social responsibilities. Similarly, negative fulfillment of social
responsibility by construction enterprises generates certain negative externalities that harm the
public. The public can choose to compromise and accept the different social responsibility behaviors
of construction enterprises, and then the enterprises will give the public certain compensation; the
public can also choose to resolutely protest, and the public’s resolute protest will incur certain costs,
and at the same time, will cause economic losses and reputation losses for construction enterprises.

2.3. Model Construction
2.3.1. Traditional Game Model

Based on the assumptions above, the revenue perception matrix is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Revenue perception matrix.

Participation
The Public

Compromise Acceptance e Resolute Protest 1−e

Construction enterprises

Active fulfillment of
social responsibility Lp − Cp + R Lp − Cp

p Le + Ka Le − Ce + Ka
Negative fulfillment of

social responsibility Lp + R−W Lp − Da − Db

1− p Le − Kb + W Le − Ce − Kb + M

The specific parameters of the revenue perception matrix are set, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter symbols and their meanings.

Parameter Meaning

p Probability of construction enterprises actively fulfilling their social responsibility
e Probability of public compromise acceptance

Cp Cost of actively fulfilling social responsibility in construction enterprises
Ce Cost of resolute public protest
Ka Positive externalities arising from the active fulfillment of social responsibility by construction enterprises

Kb
Negative externalities arising from the negative fulfillment of social responsibility by

construction enterprises
Lp Basic benefits of construction enterprises
Le Basic benefits of the public
Da Economic damage to construction enterprises as a result of resolute public protest
Db Reputational damage to construction enterprises as a result of resolute public protest
R Incentives for enterprises without collective protest
W Compensation for public compromise acceptance by construction enterprises
M The proceeds of resolute public protest
r1 Emotional intensity of construction enterprises
r2 Emotional intensity of the public

The dynamic game process is shown in Figure 2:
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2.3.2. Rank-Dependent Expected Utility Model

The rank-dependent expected utility (RDEU) theory was first proposed by Quiggin
as an extension of the expected utility function theory [58]. The utility function itself
does not contain elements that reflect uncertainty, and it suffers from some shortcomings
(e.g., Allais paradox, Ellsberg paradox) [59,60]. On the contrary, the rank-dependent
expected utility (RDEU) theory is able to overcome the limitations of the EU theory by
introducing a nonlinear function into the theory and defining decision weights using the
cumulative probability of combination (inverse) rather than simple probability, which
can describe the emotional attitude of decision makers as “economic agents” and their
degree under uncertainty [61]. The theory has been successfully applied to analyze the
influence and change process of emotions on the decision-making behavior of participants,
such as insiders and the nuclear security sector [51], emitters and stakeholders [62], and
expropriated farmers and local governments [50].

The core is a real-valued function V defined by a utility function U(x) and a de-
cision weight function π(x) to represent the decision maker’s preferences for different

strategy choices [63], i.e., V(x, u, π) =
n
∑

i=1
π(xi)U(xi), where, for the set of strategies

X = {xi, i = 1, 2, · · · n}, obeys a probability distribution P{X = xi} = pi which satisfies
pi ≥ 0, p1 + p2 + · · ·+ pn = 1 Assuming that strategy xi is ranked according to the mag-
nitude of the utility function U(x) and assigned x1 > x2 > · · · > xn, the utility level of
strategy xi is defined as RPi, then the probability distribution function of the strategy is

RPi = P(X ≤ xi) =
n
∑

τ≥i
pi, i = 1, 2, · · · n. Therefore, the higher the utility rank of the benefit,

the greater the probability of cumulative occurrence. At this point, the decision weight
function is π(x) = ω(pi + 1− RPi)− ω(1− RPi), where ω(·) denotes the participant’s
sentiment function, denoted by ω(p) = pr(r > 0), and satisfies ω(0) = 0, ω(1) = 1.

The function ω(·) works in three cases, as follows.

(1) When ω(p) < p, ω(·) is a concave function, for any p ∈ [0, 1],ω(·) narrows the
possibility of X ≤ x, indicating the pessimism of the participants;
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(2) When ω(p) > p, ω(·) is a convex function, for any p ∈ [0, 1], ω(·) widens the
possibility of X ≤ x, indicating the optimistic mood of the participant;

(3) When ω(p) = p, the possible is unchanged. there is no emotion affecting the partici-
pant’s strategy, that is, the rational emotions among the participants.

Specifically, p is the objective probability of the decision occurring, and the subjective
probability function becomes ω(p) = pr(0 ≤ p ≤ 1) under the influence of emotions. When
r = 1, the subjective probability value is the same as the objective probability value, and
the game subject is in a rational state; when r < 1, the subjective probability value is higher
than the objective probability value, and the game subject overestimates the probability of
choice, showing optimism, and when r > 1, the subjective probability value is lower than
the objective probability value, the game subject underestimates the probability of choice,
showing pessimism.

Based on the above model assumptions and RDEU theory, we construct a hierarchy-
dependent expected utility model for construction enterprises and the public under differ-
ent strategies.

(1) strategy stability analysis of construction enterprises

For construction enterprises, the base revenue obtained when operating normally is
Lp. If construction enterprises actively fulfill their social responsibility, they need to pay
a series of costs Cp, including those associated with manpower, material resources, and
time, but they receive additional rewards R for their contribution to maintaining social
stability. If construction enterprises negatively fulfill their social responsibility and the
public chooses a compromise acceptance strategy, the enterprises can still receive additional
rewards R for not triggering group conflicts, but the enterprise must give the public certain
compensation W. If the public chooses a resolute protest strategy, the enterprise not
only faces economic losses Da, such as compensation to the public and project delays,
but also faces reputation damage Db caused after establishing an irresponsible image,
so Da + Db > W. According to the above analysis and reality, the public’s resolute
protest will result in large economic losses for the construction enterprises that negatively
fulfill their social responsibility. When a company actively fulfills its social responsibility,
public protest is ineffective; however, the public’s action brings more attention to the
company and increases its benefits. According to the above analysis and reality, the public’s
resolute protest will cause large economic losses to construction enterprises that negatively
fulfill their social responsibility. On the contrary, public resolute protest will increase the
attention of enterprises that actively fulfill social responsibility and bring benefits. Therefore,
assuming that the benefit of construction enterprises is Up, we can get Up (actively fulfill
social responsibility, compromise acceptance) >Up (actively fulfill social responsibility,
resolute protest) >Up(negatively fulfill social responsibility, compromise acceptance) >Up
(negatively fulfill social responsibility, resolute protest), that is Lp − Cp + R > Lp − Cp >
Lp + R−W > Lp − Da − Db.

This results in the utility, probability, rank, and decision weights corresponding to
each strategy of the construction enterprises are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. RDEU of construction enterprises considering emotions.

Construction Enterprises Utility Probability Rank Position Decision Weight

Lp − Cp + R pe 1 ωA(pe)
Lp − Cp p(1− e) 1− pe ωA(p)−ωA(pe)

Lp + R−W (1− p)e 1− p ωA(p + e− pe)−ωA(p)
Lp − Da − Db (1− p)(1− e) 1− p− e + pe 1−ωA(p + e− pe)
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The expected benefits for construction companies choosing “active fulfillment of social
responsibility” and “negative fulfillment of social responsibility” are:

U1p = [Lp − Cp + R]er2 + [Lp − Cp](1− er2) = Rer2 + Lp − Cp (1)

U2p = (Lp + R−W)er2 + (Lp − Da − Db)(1− er2) = (Lp − Da − Db)
+(R−W + Da + Db)er2 (2)

The average expected return on the strategy choice for a construction enterprise is:

Up = (Lp − Cp + R)ωA(pe) + (Lp − Cp)[ωA(p)−ωA(pe)]
+(Lp + R−W)[ωA(p + e− pe)−ωA(p)] + (Lp − Da − Db)

[1−ωA(p + e− pe)] = (W − R− Cp)pr1 + R(pe)r1

+(R−W + Da + Db)(p + e− pe)r1 + Lp − Da − Db

(3)

The dynamic equation for construction enterprise replication is

F(p) = dp/dt =pr1(U1p−Up) = pr1[Rer2 − Cp − (W − R− Cp)pr1

−R(pe)r1 − (R−W + Da + Db)(p + e− pe)r1 + Da + Db]
(4)

Letting the dynamic equation F(p) = 0, we can get p = 0, p = 1 or p = p∗. At this
time, construction companies can achieve local stability by choosing an active fulfillment
of social responsibility strategy.

(2) public strategy stability analysis

For the public, the basic benefit that can be obtained from the environment is Le. When
construction companies are actively fulfilling their social responsibilities, the public can
obtain benefits Ka from a good residence and living environment. When construction
companies are negative fulfilling their social responsibilities, the residence and living
experience become worse and can even lead to health loss Kb. If the public chooses to
compromise acceptance, the enterprises will provide compensation W to them. If the
public selects a resolute protest strategy, it must pay certain time and economic costs Ce
to get benefits M for itself. However, as compared to construction firms, the public is in
a disadvantaged position, and the benefits fought for are limited, so Kb > M can also
yield Ka > M − Kb. According to the above analysis and reality, the loss of negative
fulfillment of social responsibility and the cost of resolute protest are both larger, and
the rights and interests fought for by compromise acceptance are less than the benefits of
resolute protest. Therefore, assuming that the public’s gain is Ue, we can get Ue (active
fulfillment of social responsibility, compromise acceptance) > Ue (active fulfillment of
social responsibility, resolute protest) > Ue (negative fulfillment of social responsibility,
resolute protest) > Ue (negative fulfillment of social responsibility, compromise acceptance),
that is Le + Ka > Le − Ce + Ka > Le − Ce − Kb + M > Le − Kb + W.

This results of the utility, probability, rank, and decision weights corresponding to
each strategy of the public are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. RDEU of the public considering emotions.

The Public Utility Probability Rank Position Decision Weight

Le + Ka pe 1 ωB(pe)
Le − Ce + Ka p(1− e) 1− pe ωB(p)−ωB(pe)

Le − Ce − Kb + M (1− p)(1− e) 1− p ωB(1 + pe− e)−ωB(p)
Le − Kb + W (1− p)e e− pe 1−ωB(1− e + pe)
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The expected benefits of “compromise acceptance” and “resolute protest” for the
public are U1e and U2e, respectively.

U1e = (Le + Ka)pr1 + (Le − Kb + W)(1− pr1)
= (Le − Kb + W) + (Ka + Kb −W)pr1 (5)

U2e = (Le − Ce + Ka)pr1 + (Le − Ce − Kb + M)(1− pr1)
= (Le − Ce − Kb + M) + (Ka + Kb −M)pr1 (6)

The average expected return on strategy choice for the public is:

Ue = (Le + Ka)ωB(pe) + (Le − Ce + Ka)[ωB(p)−ωB(pe)]
+(Le − Ce − Kb + M)[ωB(1 + pe− e)−ωB(p)]
+(Le − Kb + W)[1−ωB(1− e + pe)]
= (Ka − Kb + M)pr2 + Ce(pe)r2+

(M−W − Ce)(1− e + pe)r2 + Le − Kb + W

(7)

The dynamic equation of construction enterprise replication is

F(e) = de/dt =er2(U1e −Ue) = er2{
[(Le + Ka)pr1 + (Le − Kb + W)(1− pr1)− (Ka − Kb + M)pr2

−Ce(pe)r2 − (M−W − Ce)(1− e + pe)r2 − Le + Kb −W]

}
(8)

Letting the dynamic equation F(e) = 0, we can get e = 0, e = 1 or e = e∗. At this time,
the public can achieve local stability by choosing a compromise acceptance strategy.

3. Game Analysis

From the analysis in Section 2.3.2, it can be seen that by creating the dynamic equation
F(p) = F(e) = 0, the five local equilibrium points of the above game model can be obtained,
which are E1(0, 0), E2(0, 1), E3(1, 0), E4(1, 1), and E5(p∗, e∗). According to the evolutionary
game stability analysis, the stability of each game subject’s strategy combination can be
judged according to the Lyapunov indirect method; that is, the equilibrium point has local
stability when the value of the determinant corresponding to the Jacobian matrix (Det(J))
is greater than zero, and the trace of the matrix (Tr(J)) is less than zero [64]. The Jacobian
matrix of the game model is obtained from Equations (4) and (8):

J =
[

∂F(p)/∂p∂F(p)/∂e
∂F(e)/∂p∂F(e)/∂e

]
=

[
B11 B12
B21 B22

]
(9)

where the matrix corresponds to the value of the determinant Det(J) = B11B22 − B12B21,
and the trace of the matrix Tr(J) = B11 + B22.

Since the values of the Jacobian matrix are related to the values of model variables,
the values of the Jacobian matrix are different under different emotional states of the game
subjects, and thus, the equilibrium points obtained are different. Therefore, based on the
different emotional states of the game subjects, this paper analyzes the stability of the
strategy combinations of the public and the construction enterprises in four situations:
(rational, rational), (emotional, emotional), (rational, emotional), and (emotional, rational),
respectively.

3.1. Scenario 1: The Construction Enterprise Is Rational, and the Public Is Rational

When the construction enterprise is rational and the public is rational, the sentiment
parameter at this time is r1 = 1, r2 = 1. Bringing the sentiment parameter into the dynamic
equation of each replication, the stability analysis of the strategy portfolio at this time is
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Stability analysis in the strategy portfolio in the construction enterprise is rational and the
public is rational scenario.

Balancing Point ∂F(p)
∂p

∂F(p)
∂e

∂F(e)
∂p

∂F(e)
∂e

Det(J) Tr(J) Stability

E1(0, 0) −Cp + Da + Db 0 2Kb −W−M M−W − Ce - × Saddle point
E2(1, 0) −(−Cp + Da + Db) 0 2Kb −W−M −Ce + - Stable
E3(0, 1) W − Cp 0 2(Kb −M) M−W − Ce - × Saddle point
E4(1, 1) −(W − Cp) 0 2(Kb −M) −Ce + - Stable

E5(p∗, e∗) A B C D × × Saddle point

Among which,

A =

{
(−Cp + Da + Db)− 2(−Cp + Da + Db)p∗

−2(W − Da − Db)p∗e∗ + (W − Da − Db)e∗

}
B = p∗(W − Da − Db)(1− p∗)

C = (2Kb −W −M)− (M−W)e∗

D = (M−W − Ce)− (M−W)p∗

As can be seen from Table 5, when both sides of the game are in a fully rational state, the
values (Det(J)) and traces (Tr(J)) of the matrix determinant can be judged E2(1, 0);E4(1, 1)
is the evolutionary stable state, that is, construction enterprises actively fulfill their social
responsibility, and the public chooses to protest resolutely or compromise to accept. In
reality, the Pareto optimum is achieved when construction enterprises actively fulfill their
social responsibilities and the public chooses the compromise acceptance strategy. However,
the above situation is a pure strategy choice when both sides of the game are emotionless.
Objectively speaking, the heterogeneous combination of emotions will lead the game
participants to adjust their own strategies according to the situation.

3.2. Scenario 2: The Construction Enterprise Is Emotional, and the Public Is Emotional

When the construction enterprise is emotional and the public is emotional, the senti-
ment parameter at this time is r1 6= 1, r2 6= 1. Bringing the sentiment parameter into the
dynamic equation of each replication, the stability analysis of the strategy portfolio at this
time is shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Stability analysis of the strategy portfolio in the construction enterprise is emotional, and the
public is emotional scenario.

Balancing Point ∂F(p)
∂p

∂F(p)
∂e

∂F(e)
∂p

∂F(e)
∂e

Det(J) Tr(J) Stability

E1(0, 0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 Instability
E2(1, 0) r1(Cp − Da − Db) 0 0 0 0 - Instability
E3(0, 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 Instability
E4(1, 1) −r1(W − Cp) R(r2 − r1) r1(Ka + Kb −W)

−r2(Ka − Kb + 2M−W)
r2(2Kb − 2M− Ce) × × Saddle point

E5(p∗ , e∗) Stability depends on specific values and emotional intensity.

As can be seen from Table 6, when both the construction enterprise and the public
have emotions, as can be judged by the values and traces of the matrix determinant, there
is a saddle point E4(1, 1), and the rest are unstable points. In the current situation, there
is an interaction between the construction enterprise and the public holding emotions,
and both have difficulty estimating each other’s behavior and making their own choices.
Currently, the stability of the Nash equilibrium point E5 of the mixed strategy is difficult to
judge under the joint influence of the emotion parameters r1 and r2 and the uncertainty
of returns.
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3.3. Scenario 3: The Construction Enterprise Is Rational, and the Public Is Emotional

When the construction enterprise is rational and the public is emotional, the sentiment
parameter at this time is r1 = 1, r2 6= 1. Bringing the sentiment parameter into the dynamic
equation of each replication, the stability analysis of the strategy portfolio at this time is
shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Stability analysis of the strategy portfolio in the construction enterprise is rational, and the
public is emotional scenario.

Balancing Point ∂F(p)
∂p

∂F(p)
∂e

∂F(e)
∂p

∂F(e)
∂e

Det(J) Tr(J) Stability

E1(0, 0) −Cp + Da + Db 0 0 0 0 + Instability
E2(1, 0) −(−Cp + Da + Db) −R 0 0 0 - Instability
E3(0, 1) W − Cp 0 Ka + Kb −W 0 0 + Instability
E4(1, 1) −(W − Cp) R(r2 − 1) (Ka + Kb −W)

−r2(Ka − Kb + 2M−W)
r2(2Kb − 2M− Ce) × × Saddle point

E5(p∗ , e∗) Stability depends on specific values and emotional intensity.

As can be seen from Table 7, when the construction enterprise is in a rational state and
the public is in a pessimistic or optimistic mood, a saddle point E4(1, 1) exists as judged
by the values and traces of the matrix determinant, and the rest are unstable points. The
stability of the Nash equilibrium point E5 of the hybrid strategy is difficult to judge because
its sentiment index r2 and returns are uncertain, and the results produced by different
values of the variables will be different.

3.4. Scenario 4: The Construction Enterprises Is Emotional, and the Public Is Rational

When the construction enterprises is emotional and the public is emotional, the
sentiment parameter at this time is r1 6= 1, r2 = 1. Bringing the sentiment parameter into
the dynamic equation of each replication, the stability analysis of the strategy portfolio at
this time is shown in Table 8

Table 8. Stability analysis of the strategy portfolio in the construction enterprises emotion, the public
rationality scenario.

Balancing Point ∂F(p)
∂p

∂F(p)
∂e

∂F(e)
∂p

∂F(e)
∂e

Det(J) Tr(J) Stability

E1(0, 0) 0 0 0 −(M−W − Ce) 0 + Instability
E2(1, 0) Cp − Da − Db 0 0 2Kb − 2M + Ce × × Saddle point
E3(0, 1) 0 0 −Ka + Kb − 2M + W M−W − Ce 0 - Instability
E4(1, 1) −r1(W − Cp) R(1− r1) r1(Ka + Kb −W)

−Ka + Kb − 2M + W
2Kb − 2M− Ce × × Saddle point

E5(p∗ , e∗) Stability depends on specific values and emotional intensity

As can be seen from Table 8, in such a case, the values and traces of the determinants
show that there are two saddle points,E2(1, 0),E4(1, 1), and the rest are unstable points. For
the Nash equilibrium point E5 of the mixed strategy, its stability is difficult to judge due
to the influence of the sentiment parameter r1, as well as the uncertainty of benefits, and
different values of variables will produce different results.

4. Simulation Analysis

The preceding analysis demonstrates that the various emotions of the participants
have a significant impact on the evolution of the choice of socially responsible behavior
practices in construction enterprises, and the evolutionary trend of each point, as well as
the evolutionary stability of the Nash equilibrium, are also affected by the size of the cost-
benefit trade-off and the strength of the emotions. In this paper, numerical simulations were
conducted using Matlab software to investigate evolutionary paths under various emotional
combinations and emotional parameters. The specific parameters are provided in Table 9
and were determined using the gain relationship and the work of references [15,65,66].
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Table 9. Parameter settings.

Parameter p e Cp Ce Ka Kb Lp Le

Initial value 0.5 0.5 1.5 1 1 1 1.3 1

Parameter Da Db R W M r1 r2

Initial value 1.6 1.6 1 1.1 1 1 1

Section 3 of the article analyzes the stability of the strategy combinations in four
contexts—(rational, rational), (emotional, emotional), (rational, emotional), and (emotional,
rational)—based on the different emotional states of the construction companies and
the public. Specifically, the emotional state of the game subjects can be further divided
into optimistic and pessimistic emotions, and different emotional states have different
effects on the mechanism of strategy choice. Based on the above parameter settings,
the evolutionary stability of the system will be analyzed further under the nine specific
scenarios—(rational, rational), (optimistic, optimistic), (pessimistic, pessimistic), (optimistic,
pessimistic), (pessimistic, optimistic), (optimistic, rational), (pessimistic, rational), (rational,
optimistic), (rational, optimistic), and (rational, pessimistic)—on the basis of the four
aforementioned scenarios.

4.1. (Rational, Rational) State Analysis, That Is r1 = 1, r2 = 1

From the evolutionary trend diagram shown in Figure 3, when construction enter-
prises and the public are rational, construction enterprises tend to choose the negative
fulfillment of social responsibility, and the public tends to choose a compromise acceptance
strategy. Both have weak awareness regarding the issue of social responsibility fulfillment.
Construction enterprises tend not to fulfill it, and the public also tends not to monitor
the fulfilment, doing nothing, which coincides with the current phenomenon of social
responsibility deficiency in the construction industry. In this game system, construction
enterprises, as a powerful group, choose the most favorable strategy based on the principle
of maximizing their own interests, and the public chooses to accept the status quo after
a rational analysis of the gains and losses. However, the public, as a vulnerable group,
will consider all the subjective and objective factors more carefully and judge things with
emotions, which makes it difficult to be completely rational.
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4.2. (Optimistic, Rational) State Analysis, That Is r1 < 1, r2 < 1

According to the evolution trend diagram in Figure 4, when construction enterprises
and the public are optimistic, the probability of the negative social responsibility fulfillment
of construction enterprises increases with the depth of optimism, and the public obviously
prefers the compromise acceptance strategy. Under the effect of optimism, construction
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enterprises have a fluke mentality, thus magnifying the effectiveness of the compensation
mechanism to appease the public and neglecting the reputation loss and group conflict
events caused by the negative fulfillment of social responsibility expectations. As shown
in the graph, optimism contributes to a relatively harmonious situation between both
enterprises and the public, while collective protests create more uncertainties, and the
subsequent discontent of some groups may cause a chain reaction and bring adverse
effects to society. As a result, construction enterprises must pay close attention to citizens’
collective sentiments and improve their social responsibility practices.
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4.3. (Pessimistic, Pessimistic) State Analysis, That Is r1 > 1, r2 > 1

From the evolutionary trend graph shown in Figure 5, we see that when both con-
struction enterprises and the public are pessimistic, the probability of the public choosing
a compromise acceptance strategy and the construction enterprises adopting an active
social responsibility strategy is stable at 0.5. As the pessimism of both sides deepens, the
lack of security under pessimism leads to a set time iteration for both sides of the game
to determine their options. Unlike the situation where both construction enterprises and
the public are optimistic, under the effect of pessimism, construction enterprises perceive
the cost of actively fulfilling social responsibility, and the lag and uncertainty of social
responsibility returns. Construction firms will maintain their present decision when all
advantages and losses are considered. The public will be nervous and anxious during this
time due to the effectiveness of collective protest and the time cost, further molding their
pessimistic psychology, and hence their willingness to accept.
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4.4. (Optimistic, Pessimistic) State Analysis, That Is r1 < 1, r2 > 1

Figure 6 depicts the graph of the evolving trend of construction enterprise optimism
and public pessimism. Figure 6 shows that when construction firms’ optimism is guar-
anteed, the probability of the strategy choice of both the active social responsibility of
construction enterprises and the public compromise acceptance reduces as public pes-
simism deepens. By comparing the changing trends of Figure 6a–c, it can be found that
when the intensity of public pessimism is constant, with the deepening degree of optimism
of construction enterprises, the trajectory of the strategy evolution of both sides of the
game moves from the upper left corner to the lower left corner of the coordinate area.
At this point, the probability of both the construction enterprises actively fulfilling their
social responsibility and the public compromise acceptance decreases. Under the impact of
growing optimism, construction enterprises, with the information advantage of their group
strength, believe that they can avoid the risk of project delay, suspension, and cancellation
by virtue of their brand or existing reputation, thus ignoring the negative spillover effects
of social responsibility deficiency. Consistent with the behavioral strategies of construc-
tion enterprises and the public, both of which are in a state of optimism, as illustrated in
Figure 4, the optimism of the construction firms inhibits them from actively fulfilling their
social responsibilities.
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4.5. (Pessimistic, Optimistic) State Analysis, That Is r1 > 1, r2 < 1

Figure 7 reflects the evolutionary trend graph of the construction enterprises’ pes-
simism and the public optimism. As can be seen from the figure, when public optimism is
certain and as the pessimism of construction enterprises deepens, the probability of both the
construction enterprises actively fulfilling their social responsibility and public compromise
acceptance increases, and the system evolves toward the combined condition of (actively
fulfilling social responsibility, compromise acceptance). When comparing the change trends
in Figure 7a–c, it can be found that when the intensity of construction enterprises’ pes-
simism remains constant, the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium point moves to the upper
right corner of the coordinate region and then to the lower right corner of the coordinate
region as public optimism grows. This suggests that the degree of public optimism in the
process of influencing the evolutionary strategy has a threshold value r2

∗. When r2 > r2
∗,

i.e., the public is excessively optimistic, the probability of public compromise acceptance
drops, and the system evolves steadily away from the optimal strategy combination of
(actively fulfilling social responsibility, compromise acceptance).

4.6. (Optimistic, Rational) State Analysis, That Is r1 < 1, r2 = 1

Figure 8 reflects the graph of the evolutionary trend of construction enterprise opti-
mism and public rationality. Figure 8 shows that while construction enterprises’ optimism
grows, the probability of the active social responsibility of construction enterprises reduces
slightly, while the rate of convergence of the evolution of construction enterprises and
public strategies continues to accelerate. Construction enterprises’ optimism can hinder
CSR practice activities, which is consistent with the findings in Figures 4 and 6.
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4.7. (Pessimistic, Rational) State Analysis, That Is r1 > 1, r2 = 1

Figure 9 depicts the graph of the evolving trend of construction enterprise pessimism
and public rationality. As shown in Figure 9, under current conditions, the probability of
construction enterprises actively fulfilling their social responsibility rises and subsequently
falls, and the probability of public compromise acceptance tends to almost 1. The rate
of evolution of this system decreases as construction enterprises’ pessimism grows. This
indicates that construction enterprises tend to fulfill their social responsibility strategy
positively at the initial stage, but will eventually embrace a negative social responsibility
strategy after witnessing the public strategy selection of a rational compromise acceptance
attitude. Construction enterprises are currently less active in fulfilling social responsibility,
and public awareness of social responsibility is not sufficient. We should increase the public-
ity of the importance of social responsibility, raise public awareness of social responsibility,
and create a pessimistic atmosphere for enterprises, so as not to fall into the predicament of
“no supervision, no action”.
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4.8. (Rational, Optimistic) State Analysis, That Is r1 = 1, r2 < 1

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the game when the construction enterprises are
completely rational, and the public is optimistic. As can be seen from Figure 10, the game
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does not currently form an evolutionary stable strategy, but as public optimism deepens,
the probability of construction enterprises actively fulfilling their social responsibility
and the probability of public compromise acceptance both continue to increase, and the
evolutionary trajectory develops in the direction of Pareto optimality. When enterprises
take more social responsibility and provide green products that meet public demand, they
will attract more people to choose to buy them, which will also cause enterprises to see
improvement in their corporate images, while simultaneously earning profits, forming
a virtuous circle. The relative optimal state of the game is also reached when the social
responsibility of construction enterprises is improved.
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4.9. (Rational, Pessimistic) State Analysis, That Is r1 = 1, r2 > 1

Figure 11 depicts the evolution of construction enterprises when they are rational
while the public is pessimistic. As displayed in Figure 11, as public pessimism grows,
the probability of public compromise acceptance rises and the rate of strategy evolution
accelerates, while the probability of construction enterprises actively fulfilling their social
responsibility remains at a certain level. This implies that the enterprises in the rational
state have more comprehensive information, the change in emotional intensity does not
cause the public to act against the interests of construction enterprises, and the enterprises
do not change their strategy choices due to the public’s pessimism. It is evident that there
is a dominant influence of sentiment from construction enterprises on the evolutionary
trend of the gaming system.
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5. Conclusions

Based on the RDEU theory and evolutionary game theory, this paper incorporates the
change in emotion into the consideration of the behavior strategy choice of construction
enterprises and the public and discusses the behavior evolution law relating to construction
enterprises adopting an active social responsibility strategy and the public adopting a
compromise acceptance strategy under the influence of emotion by establishing the emotion
model. There is a certain chance that both sides of the game, as finite rational persons,
make rational equilibrium strategy choices, and the true equilibrium strategy choice will be
deviated when sentiments change. The construction industry is one of the largest industries
in the world, and its business activities have an impact on economic, environmental, and
social spheres. While construction companies play an active role in economic development,
they are often criticized and protested against for their irresponsible behaviors, such as
neglecting the environment. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the intrinsic reasons
for the lack of social responsibility in construction companies. This study chooses to start
from emotional intensity, and through simulation analysis of the evolution process of nine
emotional combination states, it explores the micro-influence mechanism of emotions on
strategy choice, providing guidance for benign development in terms of social responsibility
practice level improvement.

5.1. Research Findings

(1) There is probability in the choice of a rational strategy, and strategy choice is influenced
by the irrational factor of emotion. When emotional fluctuations are considered during
investigating the strategy selection of game subjects, rational equilibrium strategies
become probabilistic events. Perceptual bias, as well as psychological fallout, are
extremely likely to cause players to misjudge the status quo and their opponent’s
expected behavior, thus influencing the ultimate choice outcome.

(2) Emotional intensity and emotional tendency will change the evolutionary trend of
game subject strategy selection. For construction enterprises, optimism will always
amplify the public’s understanding and tolerance of malpractices and generate per-
ception bias, thus ignoring the possible negative impact of the current state of social
responsibility fulfillment and restricting their social responsibility practice behavior.
This finding differs from those in previous research, showing that “optimism leads
to excellent outcomes” is conditional [50], and optimism can moderately increase
the probability of decision makers choosing positive strategies [66]. This further
demonstrates the uniqueness of the construction industry and the deeper reasons for
the lack of social responsibility in this industry. For the public, pessimism promotes
the probability of choosing their negative strategies, whereas rational and optimistic
states avoid contradictory and aggravated behaviors and show a positive tendency
to choose response strategies. In addition, variations in the strength of emotions can
trigger changes in the behavior patterns of decision makers. For example, the public
in an optimistic state possesses a sensible decision-making interval, and excessive
optimism will increase the probability of their participation in protests.

(3) The interaction of emotional states leads to different emotional combinations that
exhibit heterogeneity in strategy choice, and the emotional influence of construc-
tion enterprises on strategy tends to be more dominant. When both sides are in an
emotional state, both sides of the game tend to choose the negative strategic com-
bination (negative fulfillment of social responsibility, resolute protest). Whether it
is an emotional combination of the constant optimism of construction enterprises
and the deepening optimism of the public, or the constant pessimism of the public
and the deepening optimism of construction enterprises, the strategy choices of the
game subjects all evolve in a positive direction. When one side is rational and the
other is emotional, it can change the rate of strategy evolution and the overall trend
of the system. For example, when the construction enterprises are rational and the
public pessimism is deepening, the evolution speed of the equilibrium strategy is
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accelerated, and the pessimism is no longer the endogenous motivation for public
resolute protest. Therefore, the emotions of construction enterprises have a stronger
influence on the strategy choice of each subject. Enterprises should also be stricter
with themselves and focus on their own emotional changes while strengthening the
public’s emotional supervision and diversion, which is the key to the sustainable
development of enterprises and social stability.

5.2. Management Insights

According to the results of the evolutionary game model analysis, the following
suggestions are made for the governance of the current social responsibility deficit of
construction enterprises:

(1) Construction enterprises should increase the intensity and quality of social responsibil-
ity information disclosure. The establishment of a poor image regarding construction
enterprises’ inadequate social responsibility is mostly related to the lack of social
responsibility disclosure. The improvement in the intensity and quality of information
disclosure is beneficial for changing the situation regarding information asymmetry,
increasing the public’s emotional recognition of the behavior of construction enter-
prises, and establishing a bridge of trust between construction enterprises and the
public. This bridge encourages the public to be optimistic about enterprise building
projects and to make more scientific and rational strategic choices.

(2) There should be an increasing focus on guiding the public’s awareness of social su-
pervision and increasing the sense of responsibility of the main body by publicizing
the importance of social responsibility fulfillment in a scientific manner. This strat-
egy can mobilize public interest in CSR practices, raise public understanding of the
importance of participating in CSR construction, help decision makers make rational
or optimistic decisions, and avoid falling into the trap of inaction that fuels deficient
social responsibility behavior. The increase in the number of supervisory subjects
creates a pessimistic emotional atmosphere for construction enterprises, strengthens
their perception of pressure and anxiety, and increases their awareness of the necessity
and non-shrinking nature of social responsibility. When pursuing their own economic
interests, more concern should be given to the green growth of the environment and
the healthy and stable development of society to promote the formation of a symbiotic
and co-prosperous situation among construction enterprises, the public, and society.

(3) Government departments play a vital role in improving the restraint and incentive
mechanisms. Along with the establishment of SA8000, ISO26000, and other social
responsibility related standards, the fulfillment of social responsibility has achieved
specific results, but from an overall perspective, there is still a certain lack of social
responsibility. At this time, relevant government departments are a desirable means of
releasing social pressure and hostility, and they should play the role of a social safety
valve. To encourage the fulfillment of social responsibility, both reward guidance
and disciplinary restraint are required. The state can provide financial subsidies, tax
reductions, and other preferential policies to enterprises who actively engage in social
responsibility. Furthermore, for enterprises that perform poorly in regards to social
responsibility, it is necessary for the government to breakdown institutional barriers
by enacting special legislation and strengthening law enforcement. The expected
increase in costs and losses will effectively reduce the emergence of construction
enterprise behavior that is harmful to society’s interests.

(4) It is necessary to set up a solid framework for the expression of interests and demands
and to guarantee efficient routes for the transmission of public demands. The pub-
lic in general lacks institutionalized avenues to participate and communicate their
concerns concerning environmental governance policy formulation and execution,
which frequently leads to the escalation of unhappiness [57]. An efficient and smooth
information transmission channel can eliminate misunderstandings caused by de-
layed feedback of public interest demands, and it can also monitor and assess all
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parties’ emotional reactions and changes in real time, allowing the public’s negative
emotions to be channeled in a timely manner, avoiding the breeding and spreading
of pessimistic emotions such as suspicion, anxiety, and nervousness. The reasonable
venting of negative emotions can better ensure participants’ rational tendency to
solve problems and seek breakthroughs through other means rather than starting
large protests.

5.3. Shortcomings and Prospects

This paper constructs an evolutionary model involving construction enterprises and
the public and quantifies and integrates emotions, an irrational factor, into this game
system, investigating the dynamic effects of changes in emotional intensity on the strategy
choices of game participants. In fact, the stakeholders involved in the problem of social
responsibility fulfillment are not only construction enterprises and the public. Future
research will consider the government or specific regulatory departments as game subjects
and explore their interactive behaviors with construction enterprises. Furthermore, based
on the existing game system, a three-party game model can be further developed to
investigate in depth the influence of emotions on the behavioral decisions of subjects
related to social responsibility practices.
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